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Executive Authority Statement 
The Strategic Plan of the Department of Education in the 6th Administration of the Northern Cape for 

the 2020 to 2025 Medium Term Strategic Framework is informed by the strategic focus of "Building the 

Elements of, Capacity for and Momentum towards a Modern, Growing and Successful Education 

System in the Northern Cape." This strategic vision is informed, amongst others, by the 2019 Election 

Manifesto.  

 
The 2019 Election Manifesto 

In the 2014 Manifesto, we committed ourselves to eradicating illiteracy. Today 9 out of 10 adult South 

Africans can read and write, and an illiteracy-free South Africa is within our reach. The ANC in its June 

2019 General Election Manifesto acknowledged that Children from poor communities have access to 

quality free education. The Question is, is that enough? The Answer is NO!!! Our education system and 

training apparatus still need radical improvements.  

 
It is for this reason that we must “Build the Elements of, Capacity for and Momentum towards a 

Modern, Growing and Successful Education System in the Northern Cape." 

 
As we confront the intense difficulties at our schools and come face-to-face with our teaching and 

learning challenges, inter alia, the decline in our NSC results, regression in reading, writing, 

comprehension and computing - it is the example of acting in our own interests that we need to recover. 

This means, minimally, that we hold everybody to account, from the management to teachers and to 

students and administrators in our schools (ourselves included).  

 
Political process 

The allocation of the budget is a key instrument for government to promote economic development 

efficiently. The budget allocation process is a political issue, and understanding the institutional and 

political context in which budget decisions are made and implemented is critical for achieving better 

outcomes. It is a political tool to operationalize government activities towards the achievement of our 

priorities of Building the Elements of, Capacity for and Momentum towards a Modern, Growing and 

Successful Education System in the Northern Cape. 

 
Fifteen Point Plan  

Our strategic focus of "Building the Elements of, Capacity for and Momentum towards a Modern, 

Growing and Successful Education System in the Northern Cape guides us in doing things differently 

for a different outcome as per the 6th Administration’s vision.  Our education curriculum will be adjusted 

to the new technological advances, e.g. coding and robotics. We are formulating a turn-around strategy 

that will guide us in addressing the following issues in the Department. 

 

1. Appointment of Subject Advisors and Qualified Teachers:  

What has contributed to the regression of the performance of FET phase learner pass rate is the 

absence of Subject Advisors and Qualified teachers to undertake the responsibility of mastering the 
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subject content (matter).  Among others, there’s a need to train and re-train teachers who are 

underqualified and underperforming.  

2. Under-Performing Schools:  

The 6th Administration under the Leadership of Premier Saul, has decided to deploy members of 

the Cabinet as mentors of under-performing schools. Mainly, the MEC for Education is expected to 

make sure that this school adoption programme becomes a success of the 6th Administration. It is 

for this reason that the Management of the Department is supporting these programme by making 

sure that it helps to put systems in place to support all the under-performing schools.  

3. Final Push for the Matric Class of 2019 

We need to incubate our NSC candidates, especially those from the poor schools and 

disadvantaged background.  We are investing our resources in the FET grades which will give us 

outstanding results in the up-coming years, without ignoring the GET phase.   

4. School Safety Program: 

School Safety is a serious concern, especially in township schools. We will be holding a School 

Safety Summit in collaboration with the Department of Transport, Safety and Liaison, which will 

channel our collaborative efforts in fighting lawlessness and ill-discipline at schools. 

5. Early Childhood Development Migration: 

The emotional, social and physical development of young children has a direct effect on their overall 

development and on the adults they will become. To this end, the ECD Strategy and the ECD 

Conditional Grant are important instruments in ensuring quality early childhood development. 

6. Learner Pregnancy, Alcohol & Substance Abuse, and Gangsterism:    

The Department will join hands with relevant stakeholders such as the Department of Health and 

CANSA in addressing this problem. The School Safety Summit will chat a way forward on these 

matters as well.   

7. Teacher and Learner Absenteeism:  

There is a high teacher and learner absenteeism in our schools, especially in township based 

schools. However, learner absenteeism is encouraged by teacher absenteeism. Human Resources 

and Labour Relations will move with speed in addressing this matter. 

8. Schools Digital Migration and Coding Programme:  

The Information, Communication and Technology (ICT) and the Curriculum programmes in the 

Department will work with the Sol Plaatje University (SPU) in designing an approach for the 

Department on School Digital Migration and Coding Programme. Given the fact that the SPU has 

a program on Data Sciences, we saw it fit that the SPU be an institution that will craft a road map 

for us for the rolling out of the School Digital Migration and Coding Programme.  

9. Learner Transport: 

The concept of closing rural multi-grade and peripheral schools which doesn’t meet the numbers, 

must be addressed through the building of hostels for better incubation of learners between Monday 

and Friday.  This will help with cutting costs on learner transport. 
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10. Organizational Design and Re-Alignment:  

The Department has contracted an independent established institution to engage on organizational 

design and re-alignment.  In re-aligning the organization, programmes, functions and or staff 

members are being re-aligned accordingly.  The Department will establish the Research & 

Development Programme to address this serious gap so that we stop relying on external providers 

of the research capacities.  

11. Insourcing of Functions:  

The Head of Department will facilitate the process of ensuring that our Corporate Services is 

capacitated and skilled to deal with the Organizational Structure. This process will directly also feed 

into the Organization Realignment process, which will help us to stream line our structure. 

12. Management Structures and Labour Peace Forum:  

The Senior Management Structure needs to be reviewed. The HOD will quite often consult and 

engage with the staff members to design possible risk mitigating measures against having a 

demoralised and bottle-up staff component. 

13. District Specific Issues – Decentralization and Strengthening of Districts:  

The districts cannot procure as all financial and SCM processes are run from the Province for this 

big Department.  The Head of Department, the Chief Financial Officer and their teams will 

strengthen financial systems and accounting procedures in an endeavour to decentralise this 

function to the Districts.  

14. Schools Infrastructure War Room:  

Matters of infrastructure will no longer be the responsibility of one or two individuals. We are 

appointing the School Infrastructure War Room to look into matters of School Infrastructure, as well 

as additional infrastructure problems facing the Department, both at the Province and in the 

Districts.   

15. Employee, Health & Wellness Programme 

The working environment has become unbearable to an extent that officials went into depression, 

anxiety, miscarried and had operations because they have been strained by ill-treatment and side-

lined by their managers.  It is for this reason that we need to up our game in order to create a united, 

coherent, loving and caring employer.  EHW programme will rigorously implement impactful health 

lifestyle programmes for the wellbeing of staff members and teachers at all levels.  

 

In conclusion, the performance of the Department as per oversight reports is very worrisome and needs 

to be addressed without fail, hesitation and/or waste of time.  The Fifteen Point Plan is the APEX of the 

Department which should be our minimum Programme of Action and must therefore find expression 

within plans for the next five years. 

Mr N.M. Jack 

MEC: Education  
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Accounting Officer Statement 
The year 2019/20 signified the end of the strategic plan period of 2014–2019 for government in 

general and the Northern Cape Department of Education in particular.  

The 2019–2024 period of government strategic planning, known as the Medium Term Strategic 

Framework has embedded the National Development Plan as its point of departure. Concomitant with 

this the new era for the Northern Cape is the demand for unity, with all working together as a team.   

This era will also bring changes, two of which are: 

The first is the finding of strategies to deliver on the Provincial Vision as envisaged by the Premier 

that is - A Modern, Growing and Successful Province.  This requires all of the Northern Cape 

government to enter into a conscious attitude and mind change.  The need to move towards IT-based 

solutions at all levels, cannot be over emphasised.  This should not just be done in offices but also in 

schools through administration as well as in teaching and learning.   

The second is to achieve targets despite working under an environment of huge fiscal constraints.  

National Treasury issued a statement that government departments should expect budget cuts in the 

near future:  2021 (5%), 2022(6%), 2023(7%). Considering that there would be no expectation of 

additional resources, this would result in all of us using high levels of innovation and drawing from the 

inner patriotism spirit.  All would need to sacrifice.  There may be a need for one person to do the jobs 

of 2 – 3 people.  Doing business in an innovative way may include finding alternative ways to 

communicate and render services to our far areas either than travelling to those areas.   

The department requires parental and community involvement which is critical in improving 

accountability of the education system. Education is and must be treated as a societal issue 

demonstrated through vibrant education forums, continuous feedback to parents by means of 

workbooks and report cards. 

Annual Performance Plan will elaborate on the details of things that need to be done to achieve the 

set objective  

 

Mr G.T. Pharasi 

Accounting Officer: NCDoE 
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Official Sign-Off 
 

It is hereby certified that this Strategic Plan: 

• Was developed by the Management of the Northern Cape Department of Education under the 

guidance of the MEC for Education 

• Takes into account all relevant policies, legislation and other mandates for which the Northern 

Cape Department of Education is responsible. 

• Accurately reflects the Impact, Outcomes and Outputs which the Northern Cape Department of 

Education will endeavour to achieve over the period of 1 April 2020 to 31 March 2025 

Name & Signature of each Programme Manager 
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Part A: Our Mandate 
 

1. Constitutional Mandate 
The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa Act, 1996 (Act No. 108 of 1996)  
Education rights are contained in section 29 of the South African Constitution. In terms of section 29 
everyone has the right to a basic education; which the state, through reasonable measures, must make 
available and accessible. These rights place a duty on the Department to respect an individual’s right 
to education. It also imposes a positive obligation on the Department to promote and provide education 
by putting in place and maintaining an education system that is responsive to the needs of the country. 
 

2. Legislative and Policy Mandates 
Since 1994, a number of policies have been implemented and legislation promulgated to create a 
framework for transformation and the provision of quality public education and training. The following 
are some of the key policies and legislation: 

•  

The National Education Policy Act, 1996 (Act No. 27 of 1996)  
The act brought into law the policies, and legislative and monitoring responsibilities of the Minister of 
Education, as well as the formal relations between national and provincial authorities. It laid the 
foundation for the establishment of the Council of Education Ministers (CEM), as well as the Heads of 
Education Departments Committee (HEDCOM), as intergovernmental forums that would collaborate in 
the development of a new education system. It provided for the formulation of national policy in general, 
technical and vocational education for curriculum, assessment, language and quality assurance. 
 

The South African Schools Act, 1996 (Act No. 84 of 1996)  
This act ensured that all learners have access to quality education without discrimination, and makes 
schooling compulsory for children aged seven to 15. It provides for two types of schools namely 
independent and public schools. The provision in the Act for democratic school governance, through 
school-governing bodies (SGBs), has been implemented in public schools countrywide. The school-
funding norms, outlined in SASA of 1996, prioritise redress and target poverty regarding the allocation 
of funds for the public-schooling system.  
 

The Employment of Educators Act, 1998 (Act No. 76 of 1998)  
The act regulates the professional, moral and ethical responsibilities of educators, as well as teachers’ 
competency requirements. The Act and the South African Council for Educators (SACE)  
South African Council of Educators Act no.31 of 2000.  
This act brings to life SACE, which is a professional council that aims to enhance the status of the 
teaching profession, and to promote development of educators and their professional conduct 
 

The Public Service Act, 1994 (No. 103 of 1994)  
To provide for the organisation and administration of the public service of the Republic, the regulation 
of the conditions of employment, terms of office, discipline, retirement and discharge of members of the 
public service, and matters connected therewith. 
 

The South African Qualifications Authority Act, 1995 (Act No. 58 of 1995)  
The act provides for the development and implementation of a National Qualifications Framework and 
for this purpose to establish the South African Qualifications Authority; which is responsible for 
establishing and maintaining quality within the higher education and training sector.  
 

Education White Paper 5 on Early Childhood Education (May 2001) \ 
This document provides for the expansion and full participation of five-year-olds in pre-school Grade R 
education by 2010, and an improvement in the quality of programmes, curricula and teacher 
development for birth to four-year-olds and six- to nine-year-olds. 
 

Education White Paper 6 on Special Needs Education – Building an Inclusive Education 
& Training System (July 2001)  
Describes the DBE’s intention to implement inclusive education at all levels in the system by 2020. The 
system will facilitate the inclusion of vulnerable learners and reduce the barriers to learning through 
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targeted support structures and mechanisms that will improve the retention of learners in the education 
system, particularly learners who are prone to dropping out. 
 

National Curriculum Statement  
The NCS grades R to 12, implemented between 2012 and 2014, represents a policy statement for 
learning and teaching in South African schools. It is the curriculum that underpins the various 
programmes followed in each Grade from grades R to 12.It enables a learner to obtain an NSC after 
completing the full programme of the NCS grades R to 12. 

 
Curriculum and Assessment Policy Statement 
CAPS is a single, comprehensive and concise policy document, which replaces the Subject and 
Learning Area Statements, Learning Programme Guidelines and Subject Assessment Guidelines for all 
the subjects listed in the NCS grades R to 12. 
 

The Northern Cape Schools Education Act, 1996 (Act No. 6 of 1996)  
The act provides for the provision and control of education in schools in the Northern Cape, and matters 
connected therewith. 
 

The Education Laws Amendment (Conduct of Matriculation Examinations) Act, (Act No. 
4 of 1995)  
The amendment set the age of admission to Grade 1 as the year in which the child turns seven. 
However, the school-going age of Grade 1 was changed to age five, if children turned six on or before 
30 June in their Grade 1 year.  
 

The White Paper on Transforming Public Service Delivery (Batho Pele) (General Notice 
18340 of 1 October 1997  
The paper sets out eight transformation priorities, amongst which Transforming Service Delivery is the 
key.  Improving service delivery is therefore the ultimate goal of the public service transformation 
programme. 
 

The Public Finance Management Act, 1999 (Act No. 1 of 1999)  
The act regulates the management of finances in national and provincial government. It sets out the 
procedures for efficient and effective management of all revenue, expenditure, assets and liabilities. 
 

The Promotion of Access to Information Act, 2000 (Act No. 2 of 2000)  
The purpose of the act is to ensure that people can exercise their constitutional right of access to any 
information that is required for the exercise or protection of any right and is held by: the State or another 
person. 
 

The Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000 (Act No. 3 of 2000)  
The act gives effect to the right to administrative action that is lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair 
as well as to the right to written reasons for administrative action as contemplated in the Constitution 
 

The Electronic Communications and Transactions Act, 2002 (Act No. 25 of 2002)  
The act aims to provide for the facilitation and regulation of electronic communications and transactions; 
to provide for the development of a national e-strategy for the Republic; to promote universal access to 
electronic communications and transactions and the use of electronic transactions by SMMEs; to 
provide for human resource development in electronic transactions; to prevent abuse of information 
systems; to encourage the use of e-government services; and to provide for matters connected 
therewith. 
 

The Draft White Paper on e-Education, August 2003 
This White Paper sets out Government's response to a new information and communications 
technology environment in education. To ensure that every school has access to a wide choice of 
diverse, high- quality communication services. So that all learners and local communities to benefit from 
this investment. 
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3. Institutional Policies and Strategies over the 5 year planning 
period.  

 

Institutional policies and strategies over the 5 year planning period are derived mainly from Global, 
Continental, Government, Sector and Provincial focus in contributing towards the achievement of the 
set targets for each of the areas.  The Sustainable Development Goals (SDG), SDG 4 in particular   
African Agenda 2063 with the Continental Education Strategy for Africa (CESA 2016 -2015), the 
National Development Plan as Implemented though the Implementation and the Monitoring Framework 
for the NDP Five Year Implementation Plan (i.e. MTSF) and articulated in the State of the Nation 
Address (SONA), State of the Province Address (SOPA) and Budget Speech commitments by the 
Minister of Education and Member of the Executive (MEC) responsible for Education in the Northern 
Cape Province at the onset of the 6th Administration. 
 
At national level 7 key government priorities were announced namely: 

(1) A capable, ethical and developmental state;  
(2) Economic transformation and job creation;  
(3) Education, skills and health;  
(4) Consolidating the social wage through reliable and quality basic services;  
(5) Spatial integration, human settlements and local government;  
(6) Social cohesion and safe communities, and  
(7) A better Africa and World.   

 

4. Relevant Court Rulings 
 

1. The South African Schools Act 84/1996 Section 60: Liability of the State 
 
(1)(a)  Subject to paragraph (b), the State is liable for any delictual or contractual damage or loss caused as 
a result of any act or omission in connection with any school activity conducted by a public school and for 
which such public school would have been liable but for the provisions of this section. 
 
(1)(b)  Where a public school has taken out insurance and the school activity is an eventuality covered by 
the insurance policy, the liability of the State is limited to the extent that the damage or loss has not been 
compensated in terms of the policy. 
 
(2) The provisions of the State Liability Act, 1957 (Act 20 of 1957) apply to any claim under subsection 
(1). 
 
(3)  Any claim for damage or loss contemplated in subsection (1) must be instituted against the Member 
of the Executive Council concerned. 
 
A public school is a juristic person with legal capacity to perform its functions in terms of SASA. The 
governance of a public school is vested in its SGB. The department is liable for any delictual or 
contractual damage or loss caused as a result of any act or omission in connection with any school 
activity of the school and where the school would be liable. Public schools can take out insurance to 
cover certain eventualities however you will find that only quintile 4 and 5 schools have the resources 
to pay for insurance policies. Schools located in quintile 1 to 3 do not have the financial resources to 
pay for insurance policies. 
 
Recent judgment regarding section 60 and other provisions is Parktown High School for Girls v 
Emeran and Another [2019] ZASCA 10 

 
2.  Human Resource Related matters 
In the matter of Public Servants Association obo Olufunmilayi Itunu Ubogu Head of Department 
of Health, Gauteng and Others [2017] ZACC 45 the Constitutional Court has declared that section 38 
(2) (b) (i) of the Public Service Act 103 of 1994, which allows employers to effect deductions, for 
overpayments that is wrongly granted as remuneration or received as “other benefit not due …” to 
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employees as unconstitutional. It was held that the deductions in terms of that provision constitute an 
unfettered self-help – the taking of the law by the state into its own hands and enabling it to become the 
judge in its own cause.  
 
The employer (Department) can only confine and act on overpayments into Section 34 (1) of the Basic 
Conditions of Employment Act 75 of 1997 (BCEA) which prohibits an employer from making 
deductions from an employee’s remuneration unless by agreement or unless the deductions are 
required or permitted in terms of a law or collective agreement or court order or arbitration award. Any 
deductions that do not comply with the provisions of the BCEA stated above may be regarded as 
unlawful.  

 
3. Undocumented Learners Case 
Centre for Child Law and Others v Minister of Basic Education & Others [2019] ZAECHC 126 
The High Court ruled that Clauses 15 and 21: of the Admission Policy for Ordinary Public Schools is 
inconsistent with the Constitution and therefore invalid. 
 
The first to third respondents are directed to admit all children not in possession of an official birth 
certificate into public schools in the Eastern Cape Province (the schools), and where a learner cannot 
provide a birth certificate, the Principal of the relevant school is directed to accept alternative proof of 
identity, such as an affidavit or sworn statement deposed to by the parent, care-giver or guardian of the 
learner wherein the learner is fully identified. 
 
While the judgment relates to a matter that emanated in the Eastern Cape Province, it sets the tone of 
the appetite of Courts on the learners’ right to basic education throughout the country. The fact that 
section 29 of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996 provides that: ‘’ Everyone has a 
right to basic education” was a salient point raised in the judgment. The High Court amongst others 
found that the right to education is an immediately realizable right and stands on a higher pedestal. The 
High Court further emphasised the Constitutional Courts ruling in Juma Masjid and stated that “there is 
no internal limitation requiring the right to be “progressively realised” within “available resources” subject 
to reasonable legislative measures” As Clauses 15 and 21 of the admission policy are not law of general 
application but merely a policy, it is incapable of authorizing the limitation of a right in the Bill of Rights. 
 
4.  Amendment of the Rules regulating the conduct of the proceedings of the several 

Provincial and Local Divisions of the High Court of South Africa R 107 of 7 February 2020 
 
The following rule is hereby inserted in the Rules after rule 41:  
41A Mediation as a dispute resolution mechanism  
 
In every new action or application proceeding, the plaintiff or applicant shall, together with the summons 
or combined summons or notice of motion, serve on each defendant or respondent a notice indicating 
whether such plaintiff or applicant agrees to or opposes referral of the dispute to mediation.  
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Part B: Our Strategic Focus 
 

5. Mission 
A Modernised and thriving education System 

6. Vision 
To deliver quality public education to all learners of the Northern Cape which will enable 

them to play a meaningful role in a modern dynamic and developmental economic society. 

7. Values 
• Transparency 

• Team Work 

• Excellence 

• Innovation 

• Integrity 

• Needs drive 

• Accountability 

• Goal Directed 

• Caring for Children 

 

8. Situational Analysis 
8.1 External Environment Analysis  

 

The Northern Cape Province 

 
The Northern Cape is the largest and the most sparsely populated province in South Africa spanning 

372 889 km² and covers about 31% of the country’s surface area, with a population of 1, 263 875 (2.3% 

of the national population). This is made up of 50.4% African, 40.3% Coloured, 7.1% White and 1.7% 

Indian or Asian.  The language distribution is Afrikaans 53.8%, Setswana 33.1%, IsiXhosa 5.3% and 

English 3.4%. The Province has four official languages namely Afrikaans, Setswana, IsiXhosa and 

English.  The Province is also home to a number of Indigenous languages that are spoken by the Khoe 

- San people.  

  
The San groups include the (IGWIA, 2011):  

• ‡Khomani San- residing mainly in the Kalahari region  

• Khwe- residing mainly in Platfontein, Kimberley  

• !Xun- residing mainly in Platfontein, Kimberley 
 
The Khoekhoe include the (IGWIA, 2011):  

• Nama residing mainly in the Northern Cape Province  

• Koranna mainly in Kimberley and Free State Province  

• Griqua residing in the Western Cape, Eastern Cape, Northern Cape, Free State and Kwa-Zulu-

Natal provinces. 
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Map 1: Northern Cape Province 

 

The Province has five districts namely Frances Baard, John Taolo Gaetsewe, Namakwa, Pixley Ka 
Seme and ZF Mgcawu.  

 

The Provincial Growth and Development Plan (PGDP)  

 
The Northern Cape Provincial Growth and Development Plan is also known as Vision 2040.  It derives 
its mandate from the National Development Plan (NDP), which is the long term vision and development 
plan for the country towards 2030. The NDP sets objectives, actions and targets to be achieved in each 
sector.  For the Basic Education sector it stipulates 5 high level objectives: 

• High quality,  universal  access to early childhood development 

• All children should have at least two years of pre-school education 

• About 90% of learners in Grade 3,6,& 9 must achieve 50% and more in annual national 
assessments in literacy, maths and science 

• Between 80-90% of learners should complete Grade 12 and 80% in vocational education 
successfully passing  exit exams 

• Eradicate infrastructure backlogs and ensure schools meet minimum standards by 2016 

•  
The purpose of a PGDP is to provide the strategic framework, sectoral strategies and projects that will 
place the province and its people on a trajectory of growth and prosperity. To achieve this, the PGDP 
addresses issues of economic growth, social development, environmental protection, employment 
creation, poverty eradication and good governance in a concrete manner with implementable projects 
to advance the liveability of all in the province. 
 
The PGDP Conceptual Framework has four drivers of change.  These drivers depict the importance of 
a developmental state driven by policy directives and underpinned by societal values. From these 
drivers the paths to prosperity (towards the envisioned outcomes) are derived, which will ultimately 
guide and inform the required strategic interventions for the PGDP.  
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There are specific areas that need attention in Province.  The annual growth rate in the Province in 
2016 was 0.3% and in    2017 it became 2.8%.  This was the highest rate of all provinces with Agriculture 
being the major contributor to the rise.  The unemployment rate in the Province in the fourth quarter of 
2018 was 25%. This increased to 26% in the first quarter of 2019.  According to the expanded definition 
of unemployment the rate is 42.1 % and went up by 3.4% from 2018 to 2019 figures. This was the 
largest increase recorded in a province in the country. 
 
Those young people who are 15-34 years old, who are categorised as NEET are considered to be 
disengaged from both work and education. In quarter four of 2018, this figure stood at 35.4% and in the 
second quarter of 2019 it was 37%. Education level remains the key ingredient to the employment 
market. Graduates are five times more likely to find employment than those without tertiary 
qualifications. 

 
Figure 1: PGDP Framework 

 

The PGDP Drivers 

The NDP 2030 will be realised in five year implementation plan and Integrated Monitoring Framework, 
the Medium Term Strategic Framework (MTSF).  The Medium Term Strategic Framework (MTSF) 2019 
-2024 enjoins us to follow the guidance given for the implementation and the monitoring of the NDP 
2030. It sets targets for implementation of the priorities and interventions for the 5 year period. It also 
states the Outcomes, Interventions and Indicators to be monitored.  
 

Stakeholders 

Acknowledging that education is a societal issue and as such the whole of society are technically 

speaking our stakeholders.  However, at the same time there are certain groupings of society that must 

be actively involved in education for optimal service delivery and these are alluded to below.  
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Stakeholders Purpose 

Parents  Improved learning and teaching outcomes 

School Governing Bodies Improved school management, governance and functionality.  

School Governing Body 
Associations  

Improved educational delivery  

Sport Councils, Confederations, 
Statutory bodies,  

Integrated delivery of sport programs. 
Increased number of learners involved in sport  

Arts and Culture: Councils Increased learner participation in Arts and Culture 

Library Associations Improved reading. 
Increased access to library services by learners and educators. 

Higher Education Institutions Pre- and in-service training of Educators 

Sector Education Training 
Authorities (SETA) 

Delivery of Capacity Building programs for employees.   

SACE (South African Council of 
Educators) 

Professionalization of education 

Subject specific organisations, 
e.g. Maths Association 

Professionalization of the subject. 
Improved learning and teaching in the subject. 

Professional Organisations, e.g.: 
Physio Therapists, 
Psychologists. 

Professionalization of the subject. 
Improved learning and teaching in the subject. 
Looking after the interests of their members. 

Organisations, structures and 
statutory bodies for the Disabled 

Increased access to education by learners with disabilities. 
Increased employment of people with disabilities in education. 
Improved governance of institutions for the disabled.  

Organisations, interest groups 
and statutory bodies for learners 
with special educational needs 

Improved access to education by learners with special 
educational needs. 
Professionalization of employees responsible for learners with 
special needs.  

Associations and interest groups 
focussing on HIV/Aids 

Increasingly addressing the societal issues regarding HIV/Aids. 

Organised labour Inputs into Policy 
Monitor service delivery 

Chapter 9 Institutions:  
Auditor General, Human Rights 
Commission, Gender 
Commission and Public Service 
Commission 

Oversight. 
Specialised support.  

EXCO, Legislature, Portfolio 
Committees 

Political Direction 
Oversight 

Other Government 
Departments, e.g. Social 
Development, Health, SAPS, 
etc. 

Integrated and improved service delivery 
Delivery on the National Development Plan 
Improved learner outcomes.  

Community Based 
Organisations, including Faith 
Based Organisations 

Involvement in the Quality of Learning and Teaching Structures 
and Campaigns.  
Improved learner outcomes. 

Non-Governmental 
Organisations 

Sharing best practices. 
Shared service delivery. 

Audit Committee Oversight 

Umalusi Ensuring credible Assessments and Examinations  

Municipalities Providing services to our schools and educational facilities. 
Integrated planning.  
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The Provincial Schooling System 

The Provincial Department of Education in the Northern Cape is divided into five districts: 
1 .Frances Baard, 12,836 km2 

2. John Taolo Gaetsewe, 27,322 km2 

3. Namakwa, 126 836 km2 

4. Pixley-ka-Seme, 103,411 km2 and  

5. ZF Mgcawu 102,484 km2. 
 
Map 2: Northern Cape Districts 

 
 
These districts each service between 848 and 3 308 educators, with Namakwa having the least 
educators and Frances Baard having the most number of educators.  In turn, these educators are 
responsible for the teaching and learning for between approximately 21 785 and 95 159 learners in 
each district.  
 
Table 1: Number of schools, learners and educators 

Districts No of Public 
schools 

No of 
Educators 

No of Learners 

Frances Baard 126 3 308 95 159 

John Taolo Gaetsewe 172 2 595 78 718 

Namakwa 73 848 21 785 

Pixley-ka-Seme 87 1 559 45 876 

ZF Mgcawu 98 2 002 58 268 

TOTAL 556 10 312 299 806 
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The following summary can be noted from the 10th day of schooling for 2020 academic year data: 

(a) The total number of learners (all inclusive: Public and independent) is as follows: 

• From Grade 1 to Grade 12:   284 657,  

• From Grade R to Grade 12:  305 200,  

• From Pre Grade R to Grade 12: 306 267 

There is an increase of 2.6% compared to March 2019 for each of the above-mentioned grouping. 

(b) The total number of learners In public ordinary schools (excluding SNE schools): 

• From Grade 1 to Grade 12:   277 697, an increase of 2.5% compared to March 2019 

• From Grade R to Grade 12:  297 507 , an increase of 2.3% compared to March 2019  

• From Pre Grade R to Grade 12: 297 891, an increase of 2.3% compared to March 2019 

 

(c) There is a noticeable decrease in learner number for SNE schools.  For instance while in March 

2019 there was 1 981 learners recorded in SNE schools, the collected 10th day data suggests that 

there are only 1 819, representing a decrease of 8.9% for Grade R to 12 while from Grade 1 to 12 

and Pre Grade R to 12, we can notice a decrease of 8% and 3.4% respectively. 

 

(d) Independent schools recorded the most increases in learner numbers in the range of 18% overall. 

 

(e) Below table provides a breakdown in percentages of learners, teachers and schools in the province: 

 

Table 2: School Category 

Category of schools Learners Teachers Schools 

Public Ordinary 97.3% 93.5% 91.4% 

Public SNE 0.6% 2.0% 1.8% 

Independent 2.1% 4.6% 6.7% 

Total 100% 100% 100% 
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8.2 Internal Environment Analysis  
 

Growth in Expansion of Grade R. 

Grade R education is crucial for preparing learners for Grade 1, as a result the province made significant 
strides in expanding access to grade R between 1997 and 2018. Grade R is a key year in a child's 
educational development because it focuses on helping children take important steps towards 
independence while teaching them vital social skills.  

 
Figure 2: Number of Grade R learners in Public Ordinary schools, 1997-2019 

Source: NCDoE, Annual Reports 1997-2018 

The Northern Cape Province continues to make significant progress in increasing access to Grade R 

in the province. According to figure 2 above, there has been an overall increase in the number of 

learners accessing Grade R in the province from 4 894 in 1997 to 19 999 in 2018. This translates into 

an increase of 15 105 in Grade R learners over a period of 21 years.  

Evident from figure 1 above, the number of Grade R learners declined drastically to 929 in 2009. The 

2009 abnormal figure (929) is attributed to an extremely low return of survey forms from the schools. 

The department resolved to stick with the figure as from only returned survey forms. The low /none 

return of survey forms from schools used to be a major challenge encountered by the province. The 

province since tighten accountability and responsibility of schools’ principals and the return rate of 

surveys has since improved. 

To date, there are currently 381 public schools that offer Grade R in the province and are annually 

supplied with workbooks. Though the province have registered these enormous strides in relation to 

coverage of Grade R, more still needs to be done to ensure all children of appropriate age have access 

to Grade R. Notwithstanding the progress made in Grade R provision since 1997, children in province 

are still faced with significant challenges especially those residing in rural areas in terms of access, 

inadequate infrastructure and funding.   

Figure 2 below, provides the total number of Grade R practitioners employed in public ordinary schools 

from 2009/10-2017/18 financial year. 
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Figure 3: Grade R practitioners in Public Ordinary schools 

 

Source: NCDoE, Annual Reports 2009/10-2017/18 Financial Years 

The number of Grade R practitioners increased from 418 to 755 between 2009/10 and 2017/18 financial 

year. The gradual increase in the number of ECD practitioners since 2009/10 is as a result of the 

aggressive expansion of Grade R in Public Ordinary Schools. This same pattern is to be expected as 

the province continues to expand access to Grade R. 

In 2017/18 financial year, there were 755 Grade R practitioners in the province and 734 had an NQF 

level 4 qualification and above.  In an attempt to further improve the qualifications of Grade R 

practitioners, the province provided training to Grade R practitioners on the Diploma in Grade R 

Teaching. The Diploma in Grade R Teaching is the minimum qualification for practising Grade R 

practitioners. The purpose of the Diploma in Grade R Teaching is to develop teachers who have 

focused knowledge and skills appropriate for Grade R teaching.  

 

Grade R practitioners teach Grade R within a prescribed curriculum, according to the 

relevant Curriculum and Assessment Policy Statements (CAPS) documents. Grade R falls under the 

Foundational Phase, in which learning content focuses on three subjects, namely Language, 

Mathematics and Life Skills. The Grade R practitioners have a challenge of delivering the Grade R 

literacy curriculum. Furthermore, the limited professional training of Grade R practitioners has impacted 

on the literacy delivery.    

 

In order to capacitate Grade R practitioners and ultimately improve the quality of R, Practitioners who 

could not complete their Diploma in Grade R Teaching were supported through Cluster sessions and 

mentorship programme. A Curriculum Road show was held across the province to support practitioners 

in the implementation of the Curriculum. The Maths and Numeracy competences and skills of learners 

and practitioners in both public schools and community based sites were enhanced and improved 

through the Basic Concept Project as well as Maths Olympiad Programme. 
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The graph below shows the growth in Grade R learner funding from 2013/14 to 2017/18 financial year. 

Figure 4: Grade R learner funding growth 

 
Source: NCDoE, Annual Reports 2009/10-2017/18 Financial Years 

 

Grade R funding increase from R74,7 million in 2013/14 to R99,2 million in R2017/18 financial year. 

The increase in Grade R learners and practitioners over the years is due to the growth in Grade R 

funding. 
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Grade 12 Pass Rate. 

Figure 4: National Senior Certificate Performance 

Source: NCDoE, 1994-2018 

Figure 4 provides the matric pass rate for the past 25 years. The learner performance has had 

fluctuating results.  Of note were excellent performances in 2002 and 2003.  The best performance was 

recorded in 2003 when the province obtained 90.7% which propelled NC to position 1.   The latest 

performances obtained was 76.5% in 2019. The decline between 2014 and 2015 was due to the carry 

through effect of the prolonged community service delivery protest action in John Taolo Gaetsewe 

District Municipality (JTGDM).   

In 2015,  the National Department of Basic Education allowed learners who had failed grade 11 twice 

to progress to grade 12 even though they had not met the passing criteria,  as a result    the pass rate 

was negatively affected when it dropped by 7% between 2014 and 2015. The decline in the provincial 

performance in 2017 can be attributed to the drop in learners’ performance in Afrikaans Home 

Language. It needs to be noted that all Home Languages introduced new literature works in 2017. The 

possible negative impact thereof was mediated with a number of interventions, including workshops for 
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teachers and learners. However, Home Languages were negatively impacted due to this change and 

languages, for example Setswana that performed more poorly than Afrikaans. The province also 

registered poor performance in Business Studies and History. It is clear that the annual provincial 

interventions which were reduced in terms of the duration and scope (size), due to cost containment, 

negatively impacted the provincial performance. 

The recurring challenge over the years in the matric pass rate is the increased number of progressed 

and borderline Learners entering matric as well as underperforming school those that achieve less than 

60% matric pass rate. The province put interventions in place to support progressed learners who 

underperform at high enrolment schools. This was done through the curriculum coverage as well as 

sharpening of the learners’ exam techniques, which take place in autumn, winter and spring camps. 

 

Figure 5: Bachelor Performance 

 
Source: NCDoE, Annual Reports, 2009/10-2017/18. 

 

Total number of Grade 12 learners eligible for Bachelors programme increased from 16,7% in 2009 to 

30.3% in 2019. The decline between 2014 and 2015 was due to the carry through effect of the prolonged 

community service delivery protest action in John Taolo Gaetsewe District Municipality (JTGDM). The 

underperformance during 2016 and 2017 was as a result of progressed learners and underperforming 

schools.    

 

Table 3, indicates the enrolment of Grade 12 learners in Mathematics, Physical Science and Computer 

Application Technology from 2009 to 2017. 

 

To address the lack of scarce skills required for meaningful participation in the economy government 

has introduced the Dinaledi schools project. The aim of this programme is to increase the participation 

rates of learners from previously disadvantaged communities in Mathematics, Physical Science and 

Computer Application Technology. There is a need not only to increase the quantity but also the quality 

of the learners.   
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Table 3: Grade 12 Pass Rate in Mathematics, Physical Science and Computer Application 
Technology 

Academic Year Mathematics Physical Science Technology 

2009 43.63% 33.35% 82.21% 

2010 52.27% 45.50% 87.11% 

2011 50.49% 43.98% 80.88% 

2012 54.89% 60.13% 85.56% 

2013 57.70% 61.50% 84.50% 

2014 63.40% 60.40% 90.60% 

2015 57.00% 54.30% 78.90% 

2016 60.70% 57.40% 87.00% 

2017 57.40% 56.80%                87.70% 

Source: NCDoE, 2009-2017 

 

The pass rates in all of the three subjects have improved between 2009 and 2017. The number of 

learners who passed Mathematics increased from 43.63% to 57.4% between 2009 and 2017. Physical 

science pass rate recorded the highest improvement from 33.5% in 2009 to 56.8% in 2017 while the 

number of grade 12 learners passing Computer Application Technology improved from 82.2% to 87.7% 

over the same period.   

These improvements can be attributed to the provincial interventions put in place such as Hey Maths! 

ICT platform which was introduced in 2011 to strengthen the teaching in schools. This programme is 

currently operational in 200 identified primary and secondary schools. HeyMath! is a software 

programme for learning and teaching Mathematics. The department introduced the HeyScience! ICT 

platform in 2015 with the objective of strengthening performance in Physical Science.   

 

National School Nutrition Programme (NSNP). 

The National School Nutrition Programme (NSNP) was introduced in 1994 as part of the Reconstruction 

and Development Programme (a framework introduced by the ANC-led government to address the 

immense socioeconomic challenges).  It was then managed from the Department of Health.  In 2004 

the programme was transferred to the Department of Education.  The NSNP aims to reduce challenges 

of poverty amongst the neediest learners as it was noted that some learners go to school hungry and 

may not have access to food at schools.   
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Figure 6: Learner Access to National School Nutrition Programme 

 

Source: NCDoE, Annual Reports 2004/05-2017/18 

The Northern Cape uses a decentralised model for NSNP.  Funding is calculated using learner numbers 
based on the SNAP survey (a mandatory 10 day survey to determine learner numbers for the year) and 
quintile level to determine funds for each school.   
 
The National Department of Education introduced the programme to feed learners in the primary phase, 
for learners in quintiles 1, 2 and 3 but the Northern Cape Province feeds both the primary and secondary 
learners.  All public schools are categorised on a national ranking mechanism from quintile 1 to 5 with 
quintile 1 being poorly resourced schools in poor communities.  The programme has since grown from 
providing nutritious meals to 25 143 learners in 2004/05 to 266 6288 learners in 2019/20 financial years.  
 
The NSNP has since been earmarked as one of the government strategies to alleviate hunger and 
poverty in the communities. The programme thus contributes to the economic development of local 
people through co-operatives and small enterprises as service providers. The programme also 
contributes to economic development of local people through employment of Volunteer Food Handlers 
(Cooks) who prepare meals for the learners. The food handlers receive skills training on how to prepare 
food, basic hygiene and earn stipends which ranged from R1 483 per month. 
 
The NSNP also provide nutrition education as part of the Life Skills academic curriculum and in 
environmental management such as hand washing and recycling for all involved including the learners, 
teachers and food handlers.  The programme also focuses on sustainable food production.  Many 
schools established food gardens to varying degrees of success.  

 

Learner School Transport. 

The learner transport policy developed by the Department of Transport in collaboration with the 

Department of Education is guided by the White Paper on National Transport Policy (1996), the National 

Land Transport Act, Act 05 of 2009, the National Land Transport Strategic Framework, the National 

Development Plan (NDP) and other legislations such as the National Road Traffic Act, Act 93 of 1996, 

South African Schools Act and the Child Act. 
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The policy guides principles, including operational safety, efficiency, equity and redress as well as 

operational sustainability.  The policy provides for the subsidised transportation of learners who attend 

school from Grade R to Grade 12 who travel more than 5 kilometres from their place of residence to 

schools as determined by the South African Schools Act to access basic education. Provision of learner 

transport ensures that children from farm and rural areas are able to access basic education. 

Previously in the province the learner transport function was the responsibility of the Department of 

Transport, Safety and Liaison (DTSL). In April 2018 the learner transport function was transferred from 

DTSL to the Department of Education. 

 

Figure 6: Learner Transport 

 

Source: NCDoE, Annual Reports 2009/10-2017/18 

 

The Department of Education continues to make significant progress in the provision of learner 

transport. The number of learners benefiting from learner transport increased from 18 192 to 25 544 

between 2009/10 and 2019/20 financial year.  However, there are challenges because of the vastness 

of the province and poor road infrastructures, sourcing suppliers with roadworthy transports and 

funding. The challenge of provisioning of adequate learner transport to deserving learners is more acute 

in the John Taolo Gaetsewe district due to poor road infrastructure in that area.  Despite these 

challenges the department is committed to ensuring that deserving learners have access to school 

transportation.  

No Fee Schools. 

The South African Schools Act (SASA 84 of 1996) does allow the school and School Governing Body 

(SGB) to charge schools fees for quintile 4 to 5 schools that were not declared as “No-fee” schools.  

However Government also provided guidance on the exemption from payment of school fees.  This 

was to assist parents to access quality education for their children irrespective of their background or 

financial constraints.  No-fee school policy is one of government’s pro-poor policies in pursuance of 

expanding access to basic education 
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Table 4: No-Fee School Budget Allocation 

Year Learners No. of Schools % of Schools Budget 
2007 102 369 326 54.15% R56 945 699 

2008 112 912 352 58.47% R84 510 822 

2009 132 586 381 63.61% R102 684 871 

2010 171 018 453 75.75% R138 324 846 

2011 176 279 451 76.57% R150 682 380 

2012 176 587 421 76.13% R160 102 852 

2013 179 732 414 75.00% R171 457 660 

2014 180 723 412 74.91% R184 274 895 

2015 186 844 415 75.18% R199 939 782 

2016 188 087 407 74.68% R211 607 403 

2017 189 601 407 74.68% R223 183 735 

2018 192 198 407 74.68% R238 919 004 

Source: NCDoE, Annual Reports, 2007/8-2017/18 

Table 4 above, depicts the total number of learners, no fee schools and the expenditure to assist parents 

to access quality education for their children irrespective of their background. The province increased 

the number of no fee schools from 326 to 408 between 2007 and 2019. For the 2019/2020 financial 

year, 408 schools located in quintiles 1, 2 and 3 have been declared No Fee Schools which is 74.73% 

of the total schools within the Northern Cape. This represented 70.24% of learners in no fee schools 

which will be 8.74% above the National Percentage as prescribed by the Revised National Poverty 

Distribution Table. 

Funding amounting to R219 582 492 were made towards realizing the intention of the no fee school 

policy objectives during the 2019/20 financial year and is disbursed in three tranches. The allocated 

funding for no fee schools represents 83.28% of the total Norms and Standards funding provided 

towards Public Ordinary Schooling Education. The Northern Cape Department of Education funds 193 

592 learners out of 275 605 learners in no fee schools. The increase in no fee learners is due to the 

increased learner enrolment for the 2019 Academic year. 

In achieving the objectives of the No Fee School Policy as encapsulated in the Amended South African 

Schools Act, a total allocation of R223, 183, 735 was provided during the 2017/18 financial year towards 

Services, Maintenance and Learner Support Material (LSM) categories. The allocated funding for no 

fee school represented 83.13% of the total Norms and Standards funding provided towards Public 

Ordinary Schooling Education. 
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Provision of School Infrastructure. 

School infrastructure for the Black Africans was one of the highly neglected area before democracy.  

The need for improvement was extremely huge.  The budget for infrastructure had to be managed in a 

highly sophisticated manner to rush the increase of quantity without compromising on quality.  

Infrastructure delivery included projects like increasing classroom capacity  providing mobile 

classrooms, building fences around schools, upgrading sanitation, building laboratories, computer 

rooms and workshops for technical subjects as well as building new schools either in new residential 

areas or replacing old dilapidated buildings/unfit structures. 

 

Table 4: School Infrastructure 
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Water Supply 
27 13 9 12 6 0 0 0 0 

Electricity Supply 
13 9 14 10 16 0 0 0 0 

Sanitation   Supply  15 5 5 3 5 0 0 0 0 

Fencing Supply 7 12 5 9 19 15 42 52 9 

Additional classrooms built in, or provided 
for, existing public ordinary schools 
(includes replacement schools) 

46 19 14 10 43 63 6 92 11 

Specialist rooms built in public ordinary 
schools (includes replacement schools 

1 1 12 13 17 6 1 10 0 

New or additional Grade R Classrooms 
Built 

13 8 11 13 15 14 8 9 6 

New Schools  completed and ready for 
occupation 

2 1 2 3 1 1 3 3 0 

New schools under construction (includes 
replacement schools) 

4 5 6 4 3 5 6 14 6 

Schools where scheduled maintenance 
projects were completed 

53 13 31 24 17 29 44 38 38 

The number of public ordinary schools 
where upgrades or additional supply was 
provided in terms of water in line with 
agreed norms and standards. 

     
30 41 52 10 

The number of public ordinary schools 
where upgrades or additional supply was 
provided in terms of electricity and in line 
with agreed norms and standards. 

     
6 19 8 17 

The number of public ordinary schools 
where upgrades or additional supply was 
provided in terms of sanitation in line with 
agreed norms and standards.  

     
10 24 9 35 

Source: NCDoE, 2009/20-2017/18 

Achievements in the provision of public school Infrastructure since 2009/10 2017/18 are as follows: 304 

classrooms have been built, 61 specialists rooms, 97 Grade R classrooms, 16 new schools were 

completed and 287 schools received corrective or preventative maintenance between 2009/10 and 

17/2018 financial year. 

Between 2009/10 and 2013/14 financial year, the province provided 67 schools with water supply, 62 

with electrical supply, 33 with sanitation supply and 170 with fencing. At the end of the 2013/14 financial 
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year, all the schools in the province had access to water, sanitation and electricity supply hence no 

services were provided during 2014/15.  

Since all the schools had access to the above mentioned services, the province only started providing 

upgrades or additional supply were required in line with the agreed norms and standards. Therefore, 

upgrades/additional supply was provided to 133 schools in terms of water, 50 schools in terms of 

electricity and 78 schools in terms of sanitation in line with agreed norms and standards during 2017/18 

financial year. 

Despite there being progress in the provision of basic school infrastructure since 1994, the provision of 

school infrastructure is still a challenge in the province.  The majority of Northern Cape schools in terms 

of infrastructure are mainly classified as small or medium as the average number of classrooms per 

school for the province is sixteen (16). 

There is however still a backlog on Minimum Education Areas (Classrooms, ECD Classrooms, Science 

Laboratories and Media Centres (Computer Centre and Library)) as well as Education Support Areas 

(which includes Nutrition Centres and Administration Spaces among others) within 83% of Northern 

Cape Schools and are prioritised according to various factors (prioritisation strategy). In order to have 

all schools operating optimally and schools that are fully suitable for its required function these facilities 

need to be provided with all minimum, supportive and administrative infrastructure. At present there are 

only 17% of schools functioning at this level with minor Infrastructure needs 
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Part C: Measuring Our Performance 
9. Institutional Performance Information  
 

9.1 Measuring the Impact 
 

Impact Statement  
 

Building the Elements of, Capacity for and Momentum towards a 
Modern, Growing and Successful Education System in the Northern 
Cape. 

 

9.2 Measuring Outcomes  
 

Medium-Term Strategic Framework Priority 3:  
Education, skills and health 
Outcomes Outcome indicator Baseline 

(2019) 
Five-year 
Target 

OUTCOME 1: Improved 
school-readiness of children 

Outcome Indicator 1: Percentage of 
Grade 1 learners who have 
received formal Grade R education 
in public ordinary and/or special 
schools and registered independent 
schools/ECD sites 

82.6% 
(2019) 

95% 

OUTCOME 2: 10-year-old 
learners enrolled in publicly 
funded schools read for 
meaning 

Indicator 1: Percentage of Grade 3 
learners achieving 60% or more in 
Home Language 

63.7% 
(84.1%) 

 

75% 
 
 

Indicator 2: Percentage of Grade 3 
learners achieving 60% or more in 
First Additional Language 

52.3% 
(72.8%) 

65% 

OUTCOME 3: Youths better 
prepared for further studies 
and the world of work beyond 
grade 9 

Indicator 1: Percentage of Grade 9 
learners achieving 60% or more in 
Mathematics 

2.2% 
(5.5%) 

 

20% 
 
 

Indicator 2: Percentage of Grade 9 
learners achieving 60% or more in 
Home Language 

39.8% 
(75.1%) 

 

50% 
 
 

Indicator 3: Percentage of Grade 9 
learners achieving 60% or more in 
First Additional Language 

25.7% 
(52.8%) 

40% 

OUTCOME 4: Youths leaving 
the schooling system more 
prepared to contribute 
towards a prosperous and 
equitable Northern Cape 

Indicator 1: Percentage of learners 
who passed National Senior 
Certificate (NSC) 

76.5% 
 

85% 
 

Indicator 2: Percentage of Grade 12 
learners passing at bachelor level 

30.3% 35% 

OUTCOME 5: School 
physical infrastructure and 
environment that inspires 
learners to learn and 
teachers to teach 

Indicator 1: The percentage of 
learners who are in classes with no 
more than 45 learners. 

87.5% 
 

90% 
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9.3 Explanation of Planned Performance over the Five Year Planning Period 
 

The outcomes: 

(1) All children receive two years of formal education before Grade 1. 

(2) Learners read with understanding. 

(3) Learners improve performance in critical subjects (ie maths, physical science, technical, art 

and agricultural subjects) 

(4) Learners have skills relevant for a changing world 

(5) Improved accountability and responsive leadership in all our institutions  

(6) Schools’ environment is safe, supportive and conducive for learning and teaching 

Each of these outcomes are derived from the National Development Plan and are linked to the MTSF 

indicators for the Education sector as approved by Cabinet in Oct 2019 and formalized with National 

Treasury Instruction number 5 of 2019/2020 (effective date of 15 November 2019).    

 

This impact statement directly supports the first priority of government for the 6th administration, namely 

job creation and building the economy.  Our 6 strategic outcomes contribute to the change we want so 

see by ensuring that all learners have two year of Pre-Grade 1 formal education and in so doing they 

will be school ready.  Reading competency, especially reading with understanding and meaning is a 

critical requirement for all further learning and this should be improved.  

 

Our other strategic outcomes are focussed on improved learner performance in critical subjects, like 

maths and science, which is also a key requirement in the NDP and preparing our learners for a 

changing, increasingly digitized and computerised world.  The importance of ICT for our country is also 

stated explicitly in the NDP.  Lastly we know that scared, hungry, tired learners cannot learn and 

therefore of our schools should be functional, well managed, safe and where all stakeholders are 

accountable.  

 

It should be noted that the Northern Department of Education provides learning and teaching services 

to learners of all genders and as such there are no special programs or targets for males and females.  

The performance of male and female learners in Grade 12 are very similar. However, advocacy 

programs emphasize the importance of girl learners enrolling in all subjects.  

 

The enablers that we have in the system are in the form of a budget although inadequate as well as a 

cohort of dedicated officials with the necessary skill.  There is also good infrastructure in the Province 

in the form of school buildings and facilities as well as the availability of extra resources through our 

social partners that are always willing to assist the department. 

 
EDUCATION MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS 

Provincial Vision 

• Districts are able to upload data directly to the Provincial Warehouse / alternatively schools are 
able to capture data on-line with a Modernised SA SAMS system 

• A fully operational on-line learner registration system 

• Internal as well as external clients make fully use of BI platforms for reporting purposes 

• The main focus will be to do monitoring, verification and validation on data for completeness 
and accuracy. 

• A revised structure in place and personnel are skilled to attend to the 4th Industrial Revolution 
 
District Vision 

• Schools are able to upload data directly to Provincial Data Warehouse. / alternatively schools 
are able to capture data on-line with a Modernised SA SAMS system 

• A fully operational on-line learner registration system 

• Internal as well as external clients make fully use of BI platforms for reporting purposes 
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• The main focus will be to do monitoring, verification and validation on data for completeness 
and accuracy. 

• District is capacitated with resources in order to attend to the requirements of the  4th Industrial 
Revolution 

 

EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT 

The following interventions to take place across the Province: 

a) Advocacy on the importance of ECD Programme through Roadshows, Parental sessions. 

b) Provision of ECD classrooms according to Infrastructure Priority list 

c) Planning of Migration from DSD to DBE. 

d) Training of practitioners on the National Curriculum Framework. 

e) Improving the qualifications of Practitioners by enrolling them in the Diploma in Grade R 

Teaching and B.Ed Foundation Phase, using voted funds as well as external funding. 

f) Implementation of Basic Concept Programme in all 5 districts. 

g) Promotion of Reading through Mopeleto and Pret met Klanke in Frances Baard and John Taolo 

Gaetsewe as well as Pixley Ka Seme district, respectively. 

h) Provision of Learning and teaching resources to CBS in all Districts. 

i) Review of current legislation to introduce 2 years of compulsory education. 

j) Strengthening of the implementation of the National Curriculum Statements in all ECD sites. 
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10. Key Risks 
 

Outcome Key Risks Risk Mitigation 

OUTCOME 1: Improved school-
readiness of children 
(Early Childhood Development) 

1. The department will not be ready to upgrade Grade 
R practitioner's qualifications to meet Minimum 
Requirement for Teacher Education Qualification 
(MRTEQ) by 2019 

1. Conduct contact sessions 
2. Monitor learner attendance 
3. Give feedback on performance through written reports 
and meetings with service provider 
4. Conduct advocacy sessions 
5. Send out memos 
6. Provide additional support when need arises 
7. Implementation of consequence management. 

2. Practitioners not fully inclined and/or monitored on 
CAPS 

1. Use head office officials to assist with advocacy 
sessions, empowerment sessions, cluster sessions, school 
visits 
2. Budget set aside for lead practitioners for additional 
support 
3. Budgeted for subsidised vehicles. 

3. Classroom practice and management not in line 
with NCF   

1. Offer on-site support 
2. Conduct cluster sessions 
3. Provide learning material to support the implementation 
of National Curriculum Framework. 

OUTCOME 2: 10-year-old 
learners enrolled in publicly 
funded schools read for meaning 
OUTCOME 3: Youths better 
prepared for further studies and 
the world of work beyond grade 
9 
OUTCOME 4: Youths leaving the 
schooling system more prepared 
to contribute towards a 
prosperous and equitable 
Northern Cape 
(Institutional Development) 

1. Inconsistent implementation of the NCS policy. 
Increase in the number of underperforming primary 
and high schools. 

1. Monitoring tools and guidelines are utilised, 
2. Circulars and curriculum calendar are developed,                       
3. Subject policies exist, on-site and centralised support 
provided, empowerment sessions held             
4. Subject committee meetings conducted                      

2. Inadequate funding to meet the wider need. 1. Literacy and Numeracy (LitNum) Strategy                     
2. Calendar of events to promote reading                   
3. Circulars and curriculum calendars                              
4. Monitoring tools 
5. Service Level Agreements with external funders.                     

3.  Learners not mastering the minimum Language/ 
Literacy competencies         
4. Learners inability to read with comprehension and 
think creatively and critically 

1. Developed:  
- Provincial LitNum Strategy,      
- Provincial Common Papers,  
- Language Policies,  
- Reading Norms                       
2. Promote reading through the appointment of additional 
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Outcome Key Risks Risk Mitigation 

language specialists and coaches, utilise Mobile Library. 
3. National/Provincial/District subject committee meetings, 
Subject Improvement Plans, Pre- and Post-tests.            

5. Learners not mastering the minimum mathematics/ 
numeracy competencies         

1. Developed Provincial Literacy and Numeracy Strategy 
Provincial Common papers 
Mathematics  Policies 
Maths Assistants/coaches MST strategy  and ICT 
programmes utilised National/Provincial/District subject 
committee meetings, Subject Improvement Plans, Pre- and 
Post-tests.                                        

OUTCOME 5: School physical 
infrastructure and environment 
that inspires learners to learn 
and teachers to teach 
(Institutional Management And 
Governance Development) 

1. Under-performance of School Governing Bodies 
(SGBs) and lack of oversight responsibility in the 
management and governance of schools.  

1. Request assistance from other relevant units (School 
Safety, Institutional Funding, Legal Service, School Nutrition 
etc.). 
2. Work closely with district Circuit Coordination unit. 
3. Planned training interventions for governors. 

2. Exclusion of Representative Council of Learners 
(RCL) representatives serving on the SGB 

1. Develop and distribute circulars and other documents to 
clarify governance and RCL compliance responsibilities. 
2. Planned training interventions for newly elected RCL 
members of selected schools  

3. Under-performing School Management Teams 
(SMTs) lack of oversight responsibility in 
management and governance of schools. 

1. District multi-disciplinary team approach when inducting 
newly-appointed school management team members 
annually.  
2. On-site support for school management team members 
of under-performing schools by Institutional Management, 
Governance and Development (IMGD) officials and 
guardians.  
3. Date for the induction of newly-appointed SMT members 
to form part of the management plan for promotional posts. 

4. The possibility of schools not having all necessary 
documentation. 

1. IMGD and Circuit Coordination to work together to 
ensure that schools produce the required management 
documents.  
2. Memo on the monitoring, support and the administration 
of the Building Block Tools to be sent to all schools and 
relevant officials. 
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Outcome Key Risks Risk Mitigation 

5. The possibility of SGBs not being functional  1. IMGD and Circuit Coordination to work together to 
ensure that school governing bodies meet the minimum 
criteria in terms of effectiveness.  
2. Memo on the monitoring, support and the administration 
of the SGB Functionality Tools to be sent to all schools and 
relevant officials. 
3. Planned training interventions for governors that 
indicated the need for support. 

OUTCOME 5: School physical 
infrastructure and environment 
that inspires learners to learn 
and teachers to teach 
(Leaner Transport) 

1. Disruption of learner transport. 
2. The learner transport objectives will not be 
achieved as anticipated. 

1. Service Level Agreement signed between the 
Department and the service providers  
2. Continuous reporting of learner transport problems by 
schools.  
3. Two (2) or one (1) officials per district are monitoring 
learner Transport 
4. The staffing structure of the learner transport unit at Head 
and District Offices is in the process to be reviewed. 

1. Late payment of acting allowances for school 
based educators. 

1. Implementation of submission register 
2. Use of checklist to control required source documents. 
3. Designated officials working on acting allowances. 
4. Distribution of circulars on acting allowance. 

1. Non-adherence to set timeframes and exceeding 
leave credits. 

1. Training of HR practitioners on leave. 
2. Distribution of circulars 
3. Utilisation of HRMS. 

1. Recruitment of incompetent staff. 1. Security Management unit is conducting vetting, 
reference checks.      
2.Verifications of qualifications are being conducted with 
SAQA as per DPSA Directive                          

OUTCOME 5: School physical 
infrastructure and environment 
that inspires learners to learn 
and teachers to teach 
(Institutional Funding) 

1. Financial statements not in compliance with 
relevant Legislation and accounting prescripts. 

1. Reminder communications forwarded to institutions prior 
to due date. 
2. Follow up requests by Districts/Circuit Managers. 

2. Funding of educational institutions below the 
minimum prescribed threshold. 

1. Provision of a separate budget to assist underfunded 
schools with outstanding accounts. 

3. Poor compliance with relevant policies and 
legislation in terms of financial management. 

1. Training of SMT and SGB on financial management 
policies. 

4 Incorrect quintiling of deserving no fee schools. 1. Provision of a separate budget to assist under-funded 
schools with outstanding accounts. 
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Outcome Key Risks Risk Mitigation 

5. Inadequate/Incorrect provision of financial 
resources to educational institutions. 

1. Provision of additional funding to needy schools. 
2. Assist schools to apply for shifting of funds from 
maintenance to services or vice versa. 
3. Verify information with EMIS and schools regarding 
learner numbers. 
4. Training of SGB's on financial management. 
5. Establishment of appeals committee to reclassify schools 

6. Mismanagement of the school funds. 1. Provide additional funding to Institutions for the payment 
of services. 
2. Negotiate with service providers for discounts on 
accounts that are in arrears. 
3. Training of SMT and SGB members on financial 
management. 
4. Analysis of annual financial statements to monitor 
spending. 
5. Training of finance officers/admin clerks on SA-SAMS 

OUTCOME 5: School physical 
infrastructure and environment 
that inspires learners to learn 
and teachers to teach 
(Employee Wellness) 

1. Premature mortality     1. Monthly awareness programmes on employee health and 
wellness. 

2. Unproductive employees      1 Distribution of condoms to employees        
2 Monthly awareness programmes and roadshows on 
HIV&AIDS, STI and TB  

Partial or permanent disability 1. Distribution of pamphlets to employees 

OUTCOME 5: School physical 
infrastructure and environment 
that inspires learners to learn 
and teachers to teach 
(Institutional Development) 

1. Non-compliance of schools with Norms and 
Standards for Funding. 

1. Quarterly monitor schools using the approved monitoring 
tools. 
2. Give guidance to the school on policy prescripts. 

2. Non-compliance of schools with conditions for 
registration. 

1. Quarterly monitoring of schools using the approved 
monitoring tool. 
2. Withdrawal of registration of the school as provided by 
section 47 of the South African Schools Act (SASA) of 
1996. 

OUTCOME 5: School physical 
infrastructure and environment 
that inspires learners to learn 
and teachers to teach 
(Information and Communication 
Technology) 

Inability to get reliable and complete SA-SAMS 
information from schools 

1. Provincial EMIS officials, together with the District EMIS 
officials, partake in the quarterly collection and quality 
assurance of schools' data at districts 
2. Provincial Data warehouse built to store all data in central 
place to create a single Provincial data instance for not only 
verification and clean-up of data before LURITS uploads but 
also for instant request of information 
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Outcome Key Risks Risk Mitigation 

3. Awareness to EMIS officials at district level regarding SA-
SAMS developments (patch management) 

Lack of IT Security management function The unit will strive to track all Information Security issues 
pertaining to the following: 
1. Audit trail for users and network activities 
2. Intrusion of firewall and malware on critical operational 
servers and regular infection of laptops/desktops with 
malware 

Server room not meeting minimum requirements 1. Functional uninterrupted power supply (UPS) and power-
surge plug 
2. Server room is only used for its dedicated function or use 
3. Final stage of migration from ncpg.gov.za to 
ncdoe.gov.za mail server  

e-learning (ICT Technical) 1. Identify schools to be beneficiaries of the Universal 
service and access obligations (USAO) to schools in 
conjunction with National Dept. Of Telecommunication 
(Project Operational Monitoring) 

OUTCOME 5: School physical 
infrastructure and environment 
that inspires learners to learn 
and teachers to teach 
(Inclusive Education) 

1. Increase in learning barriers. 1. Implementation of the Screening, Identification, 
Assessment and Support (SIAS) policy to support learners 
experiencing learning barriers. 
2. Number of learners supported in Full Service and special 
schools. 

1. Increase in learners who drop out of school due to 
lack of support by educators. 

1. Educator training on inclusive programmes.  
2. Monitor and support schools during our visits. 
3. Strengthening of School-based Support Teams (SBST) 

1. Increase in dropout rate and retention of mild and 
moderate learners in the schools system. 

1. Assessment of learners through SIAS policy process. 
2. The provision of resource teacher to support learning and 
teaching of barriers of teaching and learning. 

OUTCOME 5: School physical 
infrastructure and environment 
that inspires learners to learn 
and teachers to teach 
(Infrastructure) 

1. Lack of water leads to unhygienic conditions and 
may result in learners and teachers getting sick.   

1. Projects are on the project list and have an allocated 
budget. 
2. Data is kept up to date for the identification of water 
projects 
3. If schools have water issues there is a direct line of 
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Outcome Key Risks Risk Mitigation 

reporting the issues to the District Office and the District 
Office then communicates it to the Head Office 

1. Poor and exposed wiring can put learners and 
teachers in danger of being electrocuted and the 
school building is at risk of burning down 
2. Not enough electrical inspectors 

1. Projects are on the project list and have an allocated 
budget. 
2. If schools have electricity issues there is a direct line of 
reporting the issues to the District Office and the District 
Office then communicates it to the Head Office 

1. Learners get exposed to germs and viruses. 
2. Lack of privacy. 

1. The Norms and Standards provide clear guidelines as to 
how many toilet seats must be provided for the enrolment. 
2. Projects are on the project list and have an allocated 
budget. 
3. Monitoring on Implementing Agent Progress is done 
monthly 
4. Regular site visits are conducted 

1. Overcrowding in existing classrooms. 
2. Imbalances in teacher learner ratio. 

1. The Norms and Standards provide clear guidelines as to 
how many learners per classroom for Gr 1 - 12 is 
acceptable. 
2. Projects are on the project list and have an allocated 
budget. 
3. Monitoring on implementing agent progress is done 
monthly 
4. Regular site visits are conducted 

1. Non-compliance of ISO 
2. Non application of educational norms and 
standards. 

1. The Project is on the project list and have an allocated 
budget. 
2. Monitoring on Implementing Agent Progress is done 
monthly 
3. Regular site visits are conducted 

1. Inconsistent educational foundation of learners 1. The Norms and Standards provide clear guidelines as to 
how many learners per classroom for Gr R is acceptable. 
2. Projects are on the project list and have an allocated 
budget. 
3. Monitoring on Implementing Agent Progress is done 
monthly 
4. Regular site visits are conducted 

1. Building in poor condition poses a danger to 
learners and teachers. 

1. The Projects are on the project list and have an allocated 
budget. 
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Outcome Key Risks Risk Mitigation 

2. Broken windows. 
3. Falling ceilings. 

2. Monitoring on progress is done monthly 
3. Regular site visits are conducted 
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11. Public Entities  
 

The Northern Cape Department of Education does not have public entities. 

 

Part D: Technical Indicator Descriptions 
 

OUTCOME 1: Improved school-readiness of children 

Indicator title 
Outcome Indicator 1.1: Percentage of Grade 1 learners who have 
received formal Grade R education 

Definition 

All Grade 1 learners in public schools who have attended Grade R in 
public ordinary and/or special schools and independent schools/ECD 
sites expressed as a percentage of total number of learners enrolled in 
Grade 1 for the first time, excluding learners who are repeating. 

Source of data Provincial data warehouse 

Method of Calculation/ 
Assessment  

Numerator: total number of Grade 1 learners in public ordinary schools 
who had formal Grade R in the previous year 
Denominator: total Grade 1 learners enrolled in public ordinary schools, 
for the first time, excluding learners who are repeating  
Multiply by 100 

Means of verification  
Signed-off declaration by Principal or District Manager (electronic or 
hardcopy).Provincial record systems 

Assumptions 
Learners who have had some type of formal Grade R education will 
have a head start in Grade 1 

Disaggregation of 
Beneficiaries (where 
applicable)  

Target for Women: N/A 
Target for Youth: N/A 
Target for People with Disabilities: N/A 

Spatial Transformation 
(where applicable) 

All school in all districts 

Calculation type  Non-cumulative 

Reporting cycle  Annual 

Desired performance  
All eligible children to attend Grade R in a given year. Target set for the 
year to be met or exceeded. 

Indicator responsibility 
Directorate: Information and Communication Technology 
Directorate: ECD Curriculum Management and Delivery 

 

OUTCOME 2: 10-year-old learners enrolled in publicly funded schools read for meaning 

Indicator title 
Outcome Indicator 2.1: Percentage of Grade 3 learners achieving 
60% or more in Home Languages 

Definition 

Number of Grade 3 learners passing Home Language with 60% or 
more in the Grade 3 end of year examinations expressed as a 
percentage of the total number of learners who wrote Home Language 
in the same examinations. 
The indicator includes learners in public ordinary and special schools. 

Source of data Internal Examinations database 

Method of Calculation/ 
Assessment  

Numerator: total number of Grade 3 learners who passed Home 
Language in the end of year examinations with 60% and above 
Denominator: total number of learners who wrote Home Language in 
the end of year  examinations 
Multiply by 100 

Means of verification  List of Grade 3 learners 
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Indicator title 
Outcome Indicator 2.1: Percentage of Grade 3 learners achieving 
60% or more in Home Languages 

Assumptions 
Learners writing the end of year examinations have undergone 
sufficient and appropriate preparation.  
Schools are accessible to learners with disabilities.  

Disaggregation of 
Beneficiaries  
(where applicable)  

Target for Women: N/A 
Target for Youth: N/A 
Target for People with Disabilities: 7% 

Spatial Transformation 
(where applicable) 

All schools in all districts 

Calculation type  Non-cumulative  

Reporting cycle  Annual  

Desired performance  
To increase the number of Grade 3 learners who are passing Home 
Languages at 60% and above. On or above target. 

Indicator responsibility 
Chief Directorate: Examinations and Assessment  
Chief Directorate: Curriculum Management and Delivery 

 

Indicator title 
Outcome Indicator 2.2: Percentage of Grade 3 learners achieving 
60% or more in First Additional Languages 

Definition 

Number of Grade 3 learners passing First Additional Language with 
60% or more in the Grade 3 end of year examinations expressed as a 
percentage of the total number of learners who wrote First Additional 
Language in the same examinations. 
The indicator includes learners in public ordinary and special schools. 

Source of data Internal Examinations database 

Method of Calculation/ 
Assessment  

Numerator: total number of Grade 3 learners who passed First 
Additional Language in the end of year examinations with 60% and 
above 
Denominator: total number of learners who wrote First Additional 
Language in the end of year  examinations 
Multiply by 100 

Means of verification  List of Grade 3 learners 

Assumptions 
Learners writing the end of year examinations have undergone 
sufficient and appropriate preparation.  
Schools are accessible to learners with disabilities.  

Disaggregation of 
Beneficiaries  
(where applicable)  

Target for Women: N/A 
Target for Youth: N/A 
Target for People with Disabilities: 7% 

Spatial Transformation 
(where applicable) 

All schools in all districts 

Calculation type  Non-cumulative  

Reporting cycle  Annual  

Desired performance  
To increase the number of Grade 3 learners who are passing First 
Additional Languages at 60% and above. On or above target. 

Indicator responsibility 
Chief Directorate: Examinations and Assessment  
Chief Directorate: Curriculum Management and Delivery 

 
OUTCOME 3: Youths better prepared for further studies and the world of work beyond grade 9 
 

Indicator title 
Outcome Indicator 3.1: Percentage of Grade 9 learners achieving 
60% or more in Home Languages 

Definition 

Number of Grade 9 learners passing Home Language with 60% or 
more in the Grade 9 end of year examinations expressed as a 
percentage of the total number of learners who wrote Home Language 
in the same examinations. 
The indicator includes learners in public ordinary and special schools. 
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Indicator title 
Outcome Indicator 3.1: Percentage of Grade 9 learners achieving 
60% or more in Home Languages 

Source of data Internal Examinations database 

Method of Calculation/ 
Assessment  

Numerator: total number of Grade 9 learners who passed Home 
Language in the end of year examinations with 60% and above 
Denominator: total number of learners who wrote Home Language in 
the end of year  examinations 
Multiply by 100 

Means of verification  List of Grade 9 learners 

Assumptions 
Learners writing the end of year examinations have undergone 
sufficient and appropriate preparation.  
Schools are accessible to learners with disabilities.  

Disaggregation of 
Beneficiaries  
(where applicable)  

Target for Women: N/A 
Target for Youth: N/A 
Target for People with Disabilities: 7% 

Spatial Transformation 
(where applicable) 

All schools in all districts 

Calculation type  Non-cumulative  

Reporting cycle  Annual  

Desired performance  
To increase the number of Grade 9 learners who are passing Home 
Languages at 60% and above. On or above target. 

Indicator responsibility 
Chief Directorate: Examinations and Assessment  
Chief Directorate: Curriculum Management and Delivery 

 

Indicator title 
Outcome Indicator 3.2: Percentage of Grade 9 learners achieving 
60% or more in First Additional Languages 

Definition 

Number of Grade 9 learners passing First Additional Language with 
60% or more in the Grade 9 end of year examinations expressed as a 
percentage of the total number of learners who wrote First Additional 
Language in the same examinations. 
The indicator includes learners in public ordinary and special schools. 

Source of data Internal Examinations database 

Method of Calculation/ 
Assessment  

Numerator: total number of Grade 9 learners who passed First 
Additional Language in the end of year examinations with 60% and 
above 
Denominator: total number of learners who wrote First Additional 
Language in the end of year  examinations 
Multiply by 100 

Means of verification  List of Grade 9 learners 

Assumptions 
Learners writing the end of year examinations have undergone 
sufficient and appropriate preparation.  
Schools are accessible to learners with disabilities.  

Disaggregation of 
Beneficiaries  
(where applicable)  

Target for Women: N/A 
Target for Youth: N/A 
Target for People with Disabilities: 7% 

Spatial Transformation 
(where applicable) 

All schools in all districts 

Calculation type  Non-cumulative  

Reporting cycle  Annual  

Desired performance  
To increase the number of Grade 9 learners who are passing First 
Additional Languages at 60% and above. On or above target. 

Indicator responsibility 
Chief Directorate: Examinations and Assessment  
Chief Directorate: Curriculum Management and Delivery 
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Indicator title 
Outcome Indicator 3.3: Percentage of Grade 9 learners achieving 
60% or more in Mathematics 

Definition 

Number of Grade 9 learners passing Mathematics with 60% or more in 
the Grade 9 end of year examinations expressed as a percentage of the 
total number of learners who wrote Mathematics in the same 
examinations. 
The indicator includes learners in public ordinary and special schools. 

Source of data Internal Examinations database 

Method of Calculation/ 
Assessment  

Numerator: total number of Grade 9 learners who passed Mathematics in 
the end of year examinations with 60% and above 
Denominator: total number of learners who wrote Mathematics in the end 
of year  examinations 
Multiply by 100 

Means of verification  List of Grade 9 learners 

Assumptions 
Learners writing the end of year examinations have undergone sufficient 
and appropriate preparation.  
Schools are accessible to learners with disabilities.  

Disaggregation of 
Beneficiaries  
(where applicable)  

Target for Women: N/A 
Target for Youth: N/A 
Target for People with Disabilities: 7% 

Spatial Transformation 
(where applicable) 

All schools in all districts 

Calculation type  Non-cumulative  

Reporting cycle  Annual  

Desired performance  
To increase the number of Grade 9 learners who are passing 
Mathematics at 60% and above. On or above target. 

Indicator responsibility 
Chief Directorate: Examinations and Assessment  
Chief Directorate: Curriculum Management and Delivery 

 

OUTCOME 4: Youths leaving the schooling system more prepared to contribute towards a 

prosperous and equitable Province 

Indicator title 
Outcome Indicator 4.1: Percentage of learners who passed the 
National Senior Certificate (NSC) examination 

Definition 

This indicator measures the total number of NSC learners who passed in 
the National Senior Certificate (NSC) examination expressed as a 
percentage of the total number of learners who wrote the National Senior 
Certificate.  
The indicator includes learners in Programmes 2, 3 and 4, but excludes 
part-time learners.  The figure used is based on the announcement of the 
Minister in January of each year. 

Source of data National Senior Certificate database  

Method of Calculation/ 
Assessment  

Numerator: total number of learners who passed NSC examinations 
Denominator: total number of learners who wrote the NSC 
Multiply by 100 

Means of verification  List of National Senior Certificate learners 

Assumptions 
Learners enrolled for the NSC examinations have undergone sufficient 
and appropriate preparation 
NSC examination centres are accessible to learners with disabilities. 

Disaggregation of 
Beneficiaries  
(where applicable)  

Target for Women: 50% 
Target for Youth: 100% 
Target for People with Disabilities: 7% 

Spatial Transformation 
(where applicable) 

NSC examinations are written in designated examination centres across 
districts. 

Calculation type  Non-cumulative  

Reporting cycle  Annual  
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Indicator title 
Outcome Indicator 4.1: Percentage of learners who passed the 
National Senior Certificate (NSC) examination 

Desired performance  
To increase the number of Grade 12 learners that are passing the NSC 
examinations. On or above target. 

Indicator responsibility 
Chief Directorate: Examinations and Assessment  
Chief Directorate: Curriculum Management and Delivery 

 

Indicator title 
Outcome Indicator 4.2: Percentage of Grade 12 learners passing 
at the Bachelor Pass level 

Definition 

Number of learners who achieved Bachelor passes in the National 
Senior Certificate (NSC) expressed as a percentage of the total 
number of learners who wrote NSC examinations. Bachelor passes 
enables NSC graduates to enrol for degree courses in universities. 
The indicator includes learners in Programmes 2, 3 and 4, but excludes 
part-time learners. The figure used is based on the announcement of 
the Minister in January of each year. 

Source of data National Senior Certificate database 

Method of Calculation/ 
Assessment  

Numerator: total number of Grade 12 learners who achieved a 
Bachelor pass in the NSC 
Denominator: total number of Grade 12 learners who wrote NSC 
examinations 
Multiply by 100 

Means of verification  List of National Senior Certificate learners 

Assumptions 
Learners enrolled for the NSC examinations have undergone sufficient 
and appropriate preparation  
NSC examination centres are accessible to learners with disabilities.  

Disaggregation of 
Beneficiaries  
(where applicable)  

Target for Women: 50% 
Target for Youth: 100% 
Target for People with Disabilities: 7% 

Spatial Transformation 
(where applicable) 

NSC examinations are written in designated examination centres 
across districts. 

Calculation type  Non-cumulative  

Reporting cycle  Annual  

Desired performance  
To increase the percentage of learners who are achieving Bachelor 
passes in the NSC examinations. On or above target. 

Indicator responsibility 
Chief Directorate: Examinations and Assessment  
Chief Directorate: Curriculum Management and Delivery 

 

OUTCOME 5: School physical infrastructure and environment that inspires learners to learn 

and teachers to teach 

Indicator title 
Outcome Indicator 5.1: Percentage of learners who are in classes 
with no more than 45 learners. 

Definition 
The total number of public schools learners who are in classes with 
less than or equal to 45 learners expressed as a percentage. 
“Classes” are defined as “Register Class”. 

Source of data 
Class lists of “Register Class”; 
Signed off declaration by Principal (manual/electronic) 

Method of Calculation/ 
Assessment  

Numerator: total number of learners in register classes with less than 
or equal to 45 learners 
Denominator: total learner enrolment in public schools 
Multiply by 100 

Means of verification  Provincial data warehouse 

Assumptions 
Teachers are better able to assist and manage learners in smaller 
classes which should lead to better learning outcomes 
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Indicator title 
Outcome Indicator 5.1: Percentage of learners who are in classes 
with no more than 45 learners. 

Disaggregation of 
Beneficiaries  
(where applicable)  

Target for Women: 50% 
Target for Youth: 100% 
Target for People with Disabilities: 7% 

Spatial Transformation 
(where applicable) 

All schools in all districts 

Calculation type  Non-cumulative 

Reporting cycle  Annual 

Desired performance  
To prevent overcrowding and to provide adequate classroom space. 
Target set for the year to be met or exceeded. 

Indicator responsibility 
Directorate: Information and Communication Technology 
Directorate: Physical Resource Management 
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Annexures to the Strategic Plan 
 

Annexure A: District Development Model 
 

Areas of intervention 
  

Five-year planning period 

Project description  Budget allocation  District Municipality 
Location: 
GPS 
coordinates 

Project 
leader 

Social 
partners 

Additional classrooms 
built in, or provided for, 
existing public 
ordinary schools 
(includes replacement 
schools) 

Number of classrooms built 
onto or provided to public 
schools. These are 
additional classrooms or 
mobile classrooms for new 
and existing schools. This 
should not include Grade R 
classrooms. 
Classrooms: Rooms where 
teaching and learning 
occurs, but which are not 
designed for special 
instructional activities. This 
indicator excludes specialist 
rooms.   

 R 777 191 306  

All District 
Municipalities 
will be 
affected 

Various 
Local 
Municipalities 
will be 
affected 

List of full 
detail is 
available on 
request 

Deputy 
Director: 
Infrastructure 
Delivery 

District and 
Local 
Municipalities 
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Areas of intervention 
  

Five-year planning period 

Project description  Budget allocation  District Municipality 
Location: 
GPS 
coordinates 

Project 
leader 

Social 
partners 

Specialist rooms built 
in public ordinary 
schools (includes 
replacement schools 

Number of additional 
specialist rooms built in 
public ordinary schools. 
These include additional 
specialist rooms in existing 
schools and those in new or 
replacement schools. This 
should not include Grade R 
classrooms. 
Specialist room is defined 
as a room equipped 
according to the 
requirements of the 
curriculum. 
Examples: technical 
drawing room, music room, 
metal work room. It 
excludes administrative 
offices and classrooms (as 
defined in PPM 604) and 
includes rooms such as 
laboratories. 
Note that although the 
school might decide to put 
the room to a different use 
from the specifications in 
the building plan it will still 
be classified as a specialist 
room for the purposes of 
this measure. 

 R 364 872 875  

All District 
Municipalities 
will be 
affected 

Various 
Local 
Municipalities 
will be 
affected 

List of full 
detail is 
available on 
request 

Deputy 
Director: 
Infrastructure 
Delivery 

District and 
Local 
Municipalities 

New Schools  
completed and ready 
for occupation 

Number of public schools 
built in a given year. These 
include both new and 

 R 292 119 404  

All District 
Municipalities 
will be 
affected 

Various 
Local 
Municipalities 

List of full 
detail is 
available on 
request 

Deputy 
Director: 
Infrastructure 
Delivery 

District and 
Local 
Municipalities 
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Areas of intervention 
  

Five-year planning period 

Project description  Budget allocation  District Municipality 
Location: 
GPS 
coordinates 

Project 
leader 

Social 
partners 

replacement schools built 
and completed.  

will be 
affected 

New schools under 
construction (includes 
replacement schools) 

Number of public schools 
under construction and 
includes replacement 
schools and schools under 
construction. 
Under-construction means 
any kind of building work, 
such as laying of a building 
foundation, with 
construction workers on site 
and brick and mortar 
delivered. 

 R 1 941 817 195  

All District 
Municipalities 
will be 
affected 

Various 
Local 
Municipalities 
will be 
affected 

List of full 
detail is 
available on 
request 

Deputy 
Director: 
Infrastructure 
Delivery 

District and 
Local 
Municipalities 

Schools provided with 
new or additional 
boarding facilities 

Number of boarding 
facilities built in public 
schools (includes those in 
new, existing and 
replacement schools).  

 R 196 703 328  

All District 
Municipalities 
will be 
affected 

Various 
Local 
Municipalities 
will be 
affected 

List of full 
detail is 
available on 
request 

Deputy 
Director: 
Infrastructure 
Delivery 

District and 
Local 
Municipalities 

Schools where 
scheduled 
maintenance projects 
were completed 

The South African Schools 
Act (SASA), No 84 of 1999 
defines the roles of the 
Department of Basic 
Education (Provincial, 
District, Circuit, School 
Governing Body and School 
Principal) to maintain and 
improve the schools’ 
property and buildings and 
grounds occupied by the 
schools, including boarding 
facilities.  

 R 586 077 852  

All District 
Municipalities 
will be 
affected 

Various 
Local 
Municipalities 
will be 
affected 

List of full 
detail is 
available on 
request 

Deputy 
Director: 
Infrastructure 
Delivery 

District and 
Local 
Municipalities 
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Areas of intervention 
  

Five-year planning period 

Project description  Budget allocation  District Municipality 
Location: 
GPS 
coordinates 

Project 
leader 

Social 
partners 

The number of public 
ordinary schools 
where upgrades or 
additional supply was 
provided in terms of 
water in line with 
agreed norms and 
standards. 

Total number of public 
ordinary schools provided 
with water. This includes 
water tanks or boreholes or 
tap water. This measure 
applies to addressing the 
backlogs that affect existing 
schools. It does not include 
provisioning for new schools. 

 R 15 800 000  

All District 
Municipalities 
will be 
affected 

Various 
Local 
Municipalities 
will be 
affected 

List of full 
detail is 
available on 
request 

Deputy 
Director: 
Infrastructure 
Delivery 

District and 
Local 
Municipalities 

The number of public 
ordinary schools 
where upgrades or 
additional supply was 
provided in terms of 
electricity and in line 
with agreed norms and 
standards. 

Total number of public 
ordinary schools provided 
with electricity. This measure 
applies to existing schools 
and excludes new schools. 
Definition: Schools with 
electricity refers to schools 
that have any source of 
electricity including Eskom 
Grid, solar panels and 
generators. 

 R 14 300 000  

All District 
Municipalities 
will be 
affected 

Various 
Local 
Municipalities 
will be 
affected 

List of full 
detail is 
available on 
request 

Deputy 
Director: 
Infrastructure 
Delivery 

District and 
Local 
Municipalities 

The number of public 
ordinary schools 
where upgrades or 
additional supply was 
provided in terms of 
sanitation in line with 
agreed norms and 
standards.  

Total number of public 
ordinary schools provided 
with sanitation facilities. This 
measure applies to existing 
schools and excludes new 
schools.  Sanitation facility: 
Refers to all kinds of toilets 
such as: pit latrine with 
ventilated pipe at the back of 
the toilet, Septic Flush, 
Municipal Flush, Enviro Loo 
and Chemical. 

 R 147 231 857  

All District 
Municipalities 
will be 
affected 

Various 
Local 
Municipalities 
will be 
affected 

List of full 
detail is 
available on 
request 

Deputy 
Director: 
Infrastructure 
Delivery 

District and 
Local 
Municipalities 
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Areas of intervention 
  

Five-year planning period 

Project description  Budget allocation  District Municipality 
Location: 
GPS 
coordinates 

Project 
leader 

Social 
partners 

New or additional 
Grade R Classrooms 
Built 

Number of classrooms built 
to accommodate Grade R 
learners (includes those in 
new, existing and 
replacement schools). 

 R 82 625 040  

All District 
Municipalities 
will be 
affected 

Various 
Local 
Municipalities 
will be 
affected 

List of full 
detail is 
available on 
request 

Deputy 
Director: 
Infrastructure 
Delivery 

District and 
Local 
Municipalities 

 


